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Request for community input on current and proposed pressures on the Exmouth Gulf

We are frequent visitors to Exmouth and the North West Cape hinterland.  I guess
that in the last 15 years we have made around thirty trips to Exmouth by air and by
road. We live in the Tweed Valley on the far north coast of NSW where the rainfall
can be up to 2000mm per year, the soils are from derived from basalt and we are
surrounded by forest, macadamia, avocado, passionfruit, banana, mango, coffee, tea,
citrus and olive and essential oils orchards. The broader landscape features sugar
cane and pasture. The contrast with Exmouth and the shores of the Gulf could not
be more stark.  The marine environment though is remarkably similar; each year we
witness whale migrations, surfers risk shark attack and turtles nest on our beaches.

One signal difference is the development of the coastal strand. To the north Gold
Coast apartment blocks and resorts crowd the foreshore, a large desalination plant
juts into the sea and highway networks lacerate the estuaries.

·         It’s at this juncture that your first dot point becomes apposite - What are the
values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify within
and around Exmouth Gulf?

Exmouth Gulf is one of the few remaining natural wonders in a Pilbara coastline
that is otherwise disrupted by giant mineral export harbours, gas hubs and train lines
from the mines. Yes, these have brought wealth to the State but there has also been
a cost.

Exmouth Gulf is one of the few places where other values can reign. Passive
recreation and benign involvement with the environment provide the opportunity to
envision a wider spectrum for the Pilbara. Destructive development does not need
further encouragement and it doesn’t all have to be the same. The Gulf is distant
from the export epicentres but location of support industries there will render it all
alike.

We enjoy the flight into Exmouth, looking down on the Gulf and the sinuous
streamcourses that feed it wash from the land. They wend and twist, patterns emerge
and a smudge of saltbush, the white of sand and red of pindan form nature’s palette.

Here and there camps dot the foreshore and small craft crisscross between the
mangrove fringes and the sand islands in the south.

There is always a crowd of holiday makers thronging the airport before departing
past the Solar Observatory, Kalis’ prawn centre, the tracks up the Range, the roller
coaster creeks and then habitation.  No massive 10.5km-long factories in any
direction. The town is well laid out (thanks to the experience of the National Capital
Development Commission) as a mini-Canberra and close to the sea, save for a belt
for cyclone swell.

We walk the beaches of the Gulf, we swim and we fish.  The Bay of Rest is one of



our favourite spots. We catch prawns with hand-cast nets. We pass dugong on the
sea-grass flats and watch the porpoises wake surf on our bow.

We know the shoreline intimately as we walk part of it every day. Bundegi is valued
and we can see the Muirons from there and the eastern shore from the Golf Club on
a clear day.

·         What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Some of these have been identified above. We fish, swim and walk the shores of the
Gulf. We also greatly enjoy watching the passage of the whales, their breaching and
family interactions. We have had beach barbecues, watched our grandkids learn to
swim, then snorkel, take up fishing and now bring home a catch for all of us to
enjoy. The Gulf has been an integral part of our family’s growth and our life
experience would be the poorer without it.

We despair the horror that rampant industrial development of the Gulf will bring. 
An over 10 kilometre floodlit assembly line along the shore will destroy all of this.
We don’t believe the general public have understood the devastating magnitude of
what is proposed.

·         What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf?

We read of the proposals for projects such as salt extraction, major cruise liner
wharf infrastructure, and the SubSea7 mega-factory.  We also see large recreational
motor cruisers on trailers with freezers strapped on their decks at the fuel station
loading their tanks.  These people are not just catching a meal. The effect this type
of pillage has is both obvious and regrettable, but it is also controllable.

Climate change is likely to exert changes on the coastline of the Gulf if cyclones
increase in number and severity. There is no local solution for this but it remains a
danger.

·         What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your
sector or business?

We are retired and have no commercial pursuits tied to the Gulf.  If there were to be
these industrial developments it is highly likely that we, like many other tourists,
will withdraw our patronage.

·         Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that
you are aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf?

We are aware that various tourist accommodation proposals of greater and lesser
size are made from time to time but I am uncertain of what direct impact they could
have on Exmouth Gulf.  Web are surprised at the perception that Exmouth Gulf is
ripe for a deep-water port/wharf to serve passenger ships and the absurdity of the
notion that a commercially robust case could be made for such a proposition.
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